
Week number two ended with a bang! 
Intercamp trip (ice cream! - thanks 
Sim-kah) and championships.   
But what causes that special atmo-
sphere that permeates Camp Eeshay? 
Is it a result of the nonstop action and 
programming? Is it Ezra’s wallet? Or 
perhaps because we lovingly tortur-
ing our counselors with listerine and 
frozen T-shirts? 
Perhaps.  
But a greater contributing factor is 
that Eeshay is a place where every 
person matters. YOU matter.  
Your success both in shiur and on 
the courts is what is important. Each 
and every Eeshay staff member and 
camper brings something unique to 
add to the Eeshay family, and he is 
recognized and appreciated for it.  
As we look forward to next weeks new 
league teams and workshops, let’s  stay 
focused on the great opportunity that 
we have in camp- the opportunity to 
respect and appreciate another. Let us 
remember that a sincere  “good morn-
ing” can affect someone significantly 
(Rabbi Heyman and his motorcycle 
talmid)  
Let’s continue to RISE! 
Have a womderful restful Shabbos,
Rabbi Kramer

Dear Campers. . . This Week in Shiur

Talmidei HaShavua

ISSUE 22.2

Who could have imagined that the learn-
ing in Eeshay every morning untill 11:00 
could be so successful and enjoyable. 
When I speak to the Rebbeim after shiur 
they are full of  praises for the boys. The 
boys are engaged in the give and take 
of the Sugyos in Meseches Berachos. 
The incentives of cookies, doughnuts or 
soda definitely help, but they’re there to 
learn no matter what.  Many boys won 
a free item in the canteen and possibly 
two items this week, but the learning is 
primary. Raffles of new basketballs, bat-
ting gloves, and Eeshay hats help, but it’s 
the geshmak of the Rebbeim doing what 
they do best which is keeping their inter-
est. There’s even a Masmidim track from 
2:35-3:00 everyday in Mishnayos Pesa-
chim which I have the pleasure of giving 
that several boys attend regularly. 
Rabbi Shulman is teaching Hilchos Muk-
tza to his shiur after the short recess and 
had the boys yelling to try and answer 
how one removes shells from nuts after 
they’ve been eaten and are now Muktza. 
Bonus question: who instituted the con-
cept of Muktzah and why? 
Have a wonderful Shabbos and looking 
forward towards seeing everyone at the 
early shiur at 9:30 monday morning.
Have a great Shabbos!,
Rabbi Fishberg

R’ Einhorn
Yaakov Cohen, Yehoshua Cohen

R’ Fiddle
Asher Nochlin, Naftali Normand

R’ Shulman
Tzvi Altschuller, Effie Feintuch

R’ Gottlieb
Zevi Fass, Aharon Wernick

R’ Shulgasser
Ezra Jacobs, Menachem Lisker



E-LeagueE-League

This Week In Camp

League Standings

Week 2... AC IN THE GYM... for real this time... Uri Scheiner is shtark... Jake uses his head in volleyball... Pieprz 3 
picks... Tendler bottleflips while fielding... Hersh kick save in volleyball... Hahn double hat trick... Tendler be-
tween the legs goal... Pieprz and Groll connection takes down undefeated team in EFL... Probstein insane div-
ing catch... Hahn glove flip to second for the out.. Lazarus Trea Turner slide... Schmidt walks it off... Hahn 2 hom-
ers... Tendler hat trick... London the goalie... Ackerman calls first ever inbound violation... Ferarri comes back 
down 2-0 in volleyball... Traiger halfcourt basketball kick... torture the counselor... frozen t-shirts... capture the 
counselor... MB Weinberg fits 15 marshmallows... can jam... Jake nails the slot... Feintuch hangs on after huge 
hit for TD... Jake hat trick... Hahn-Glass-Schmidt 6-4-3 double play... MB Weinberg 4 strikes in a row... Pieprz the 
quarterback... leads his team to victory without Abramoff... N Lazar buzzer beater for the win... Pieprz slips and 
gets the pick... staff basketball... Yossi Newmans all stars... Mordechai Shapiro... is good at basketball?... Eeshay 
gets the win... U Scheiner leads game winning TD drive... Goldschmidt one handed catch... Levy 3 sacks... Ozer 
4 breakaways... Pinter goes big man for the rebound... Schmidt-Pieprz-Weissman 6-4-3 double play... Tendler 
buzzer beater TD to Yedidyah Cohen... Peikes gets a TD??... Tendhasetti 3 picks in championships... Tendler div-
ing sack... Feintuch toe tap TD... Pieprz TD dime... intercamp... Coolam... Mittel joins Eeshay... Jake crazy jumpball 
to seal the win over Coolam... Horwitz ices the game with a sack... S Lazar homers for ice cream... no jumping... 
coolam-ball... Team Gerstein gets the win in capture the flag... championships... kugel... until next week...

 Older Division Older Division
Puma 11-3Puma 11-3

Champion 8-5Champion 8-5
Nike 5-9Nike 5-9

Adidas 4-10Adidas 4-10

WBCWBC
Teams W L
Dallas 4 1

Houston 3 2
San Antonio 2 3

Austin 1 4

Younger DivisionYounger Division
Porsche 9-5Porsche 9-5

Lamborghini 8-6Lamborghini 8-6
McLaren 7-7McLaren 7-7
Jaguar 6-8Jaguar 6-8
Tesla 6-8Tesla 6-8

Ferrari 6-8Ferrari 6-8

Teams W L
Atlantic 5 0
Indian 3 2
Pacific 1 4
Artic 1 4

EFL EFL 

From The Desk Of Ez the Prez
I have a new song. It is guaranteed to become the number one song in camp. During lunch activities, walkup music, pre-
staff game hype, this will be the premier pump up song of Eeshay 2022. What is this song that is oh so epic? Here it is. 5 
minutes of counselors gargling Listerine. The perfect melody. That is all the music hock I have. Nothing else happened this 
week that had anything to do with music. No frum-celebrity-singing-phenom-turned-basketball-star or anything like that. 
In completely unrelated news, Yossi Newman has a new recruit this summer. I think his name is Spiro. Yeah, Morton I. 
Spiro. I think that’s his name. He’s pretty good, but pretty good isn’t going to be enough to stop the stars of the Eeshay 
team. Even if you’re one in a million. #bigwin #YoDaMVP #RJK #thatsourrabbi #juuuuuuudah #eeshaychop 
I don’t just have a new song, by the way. I also have a new game. I want to bring this game to leagues. I want to play this 
in staff games. It’s a brand new game called Kulam Ball. If you want to learn the rules, ask Chaim Groll. #eeshaychop2.0 
#wheresyourbuilding #nojumping #wehaveicecream 
Finally, I have a new picture. I want to plaster the walls of the gym with this picture. I want it on every GLOW. I want this 
picture on the home page of the brand new website. #plug @R’Kramer This picture is the pic of the century: Judah and 
Groman, the human hamsters. Imagine walking through the walls of Eeshay seeing marshmallow-stuffed faces of our dear 
counselors. You would become instantly inspired to… eat marshmallows, I guess. Hmmm. That sounded better in my head. 
Ezra’s Wallet, Groman in the helmet, Coach Damski cooking, nail-biter championship game, Glass’ first chip, out chanting 
all of them #hameivinyavin, mobbing Simcha Lazar at home plate, the heat is most definitely rising… 
Ez

Teams W L T

Blue Wahoos 5 1 0

Wind Surge 3 3 0
Sod Poodles 2 3 1
Trash Pandas 1 4 1


